Reaching for the Stars is Our Daily Business
Whether we’re peering into the infinite beyond or looking back at Planet Earth, mapping every star in our galaxy or counting trees in Amazonia, we’ve been helping to answer the big questions for over 50 years.

Our space technology has had an exponential impact on our daily lives, from the way we conserve to how we connect. It’s no wonder the World’s most inquiring minds have us on speed dial.

From the smallest electronic parts to the full in-orbit delivery of satellites, from very-high-resolution Earth observation instruments to unprecedented deep-space exploration missions, from today’s most reliable telecommunication satellites to unfailing International Space Station operations.

With cutting-edge capabilities and decades of experience, Airbus has all that it takes to design, develop and operate major space systems. Around the Globe, commercial and institutional customers alike rely on our leading-edge technology.

In short: We deliver the best value in Space.

Your partner along the complete Space value chain
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